
So What Happened around the World in January 
re the Pluto-Saturn Conjunction – A Whole Lot and More

It is really fascinating hearing people say that very little happened in January (and into February) in terms of 
the Pluto-Saturn Conjunction in ‘earthy’ Capricorn. The problem is that conventional (and even alternative 
and social media) news fails to investigate and communicate what indeed occurred in January as a result of 
the Conjunction. So here is a list of what happened in January alone around the world, nevermind the 
outbreak of the February coronavirus in China (According to a number of Chinese sources over 90,000 
people have been hit by the virus, and more than 1,500 people have ‘passed on’ in China [no one of course 
‘dies’ since people only ‘pass on’ into their subtle bodies and subtle worlds]. The virus has now entered the 
UK [A medical Centre in Brighton, England, has had to close due to this issue. We in fact lived in Brighton 
for many years]. And England and S Wales have been hit by major flooding, in some cases the worst in 
recorded history). 

January 2020:
* Australia: The worst wildfires in Australian history hitting all 6 of Australia’s counties. Half-a-million and 
more animals ‘die’ as a result (and who knows how many more are injured and maimed). Thousands of 
homes and businesses destroyed (We are not sure how many people ‘died’ and were injured in these fires but 
obviously a good number were. Many people suffering from smoke-inhalation ailments). Australia and its 
people devastated (The Australian PM is a fanatical anti-climate change guy like his buddy the Trump). The 
Australian economy already in dire straights (the highest foreign debt per population in the world), and its 
banks also in big trouble. Then the wildfires followed by flooding in many areas and also huge dust storms 
that turned day into night. The wildfires caused by climate change ‘super-heat and drought’  (The Murdoch-
owned media [which runs Australia] claimed that the wildfires were caused by arsonists, a total deceptive 
evil lie. The media and PM promotes fossil/coal-burning fuel despite this catastrophe (Australia is the largest
exporter of coal to China and China still has a huge number of coal-burning energy plants, although it is also 
a world leader in renewable energy plants and electrical vehicles).
* Chile: The smoke from the Australian wildfires reaches Chile and creates similar smoke-inhalation 
ailments. Floods and wildfires also hit Chile.
* Indonesia: The capital Jakarta has a huge devastating flood, one of the worst in its history (Similar 
devastating floods hit the Midwest USA and Iran and India and other countries in 2019).
* Earthquakes hit Puerto Rico, Mexico, Japan, the Philippines and (in February) Turkey
* Spain: Sea-flooding hits a number of coastal region towns.
* Brazil: Flooding and huge landslides
* Madagascar: Major flooding in various areas (Huge floods hit Zimbabwe and Mozambique in 2019) 
* A massive plague of desert locusts (billions in number – as large as whole cities) hit (in February) Eastern 
Africa (Kenya, Tanzania, Ethiopia and Somalia), resulting in crops being devastated, and causing major 
food problems for these countries in the near future. The major cause is climate change (heating up of the 
weather) which the Australian wildfires contributed to (All things are interconnected, including of course the 
‘weather’).
*UK:  In February major flooding hits England and S Wales, and the coronavirus hits a number of people in 
England (in Brighton, etc).  Three young people (including the female producer) involved in the TV series 
‘Love Island’ commit suicide. (The female producer had viciously attacked her male partner while he was 
asleep, and had been arrested by the police, and this added to the reasons for her suicide, although her 
involvement in this idiotic self-destructive TV series must of influenced her state of mind). No one seems to 
bother informing the media and population of the UK that there is a suicide epidemic in the UK (and 
USA/etc/etc) and it is not simply ‘attractive’ (?) celebrity’s who commit suicide.        
* USA: The dark Lodge begins its attempt to take over the so-called US democratic elections by bringing in 
two ‘democratic party’ (?) men who are obviously dark agents, one a member of the CIA (and backed by a 
group of billionaires) and the other a multi-billionaire (Michael Bloomberg). This is an obvious conspiracy to
make sure that either Donald Trump or one of these two bombastic war-mongering men win the 2020 
elections. Bernie Sanders is by far the most popular politician and Presidential candidate but it is obvious 
that the dark Lodge will do all in its power to bring him down.  Meanwhile the Trump is breaking every law 
possible and trying to create a Trump-style dictatorship in which even the US Justice Dept comes under his 
direct control. US economists are all predicting a 2020 economic collapse and coming depression and when 
this occurs it will of course ‘change all things’ political, economic and social.
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Worldwide Mass Demonstrations
Throughout 2019 and into January-February 2020 there have been mass ‘people rising-up power’ 
demonstrations around the world, which are directly in tune with the Pluto-Saturn-Mercury conjunction. 

* Climate Change demonstrations in many countries, including by schoolchildren on every Friday 
(initiated of course by Greta Thunberg and other amazing young people). These will carry on throughout 
2020 and onwards and many more young people (in their millions) will join in
* Climate Change ‘Extinction Rebellion’ demonstrations: Begun in the UK and spreading to the US and 
many countries and capitals, and carrying on>>>>
* Sudan - with a resultant change in government, plus the ex-warlord leader of Sudan being arrested by the 
military and being handed over to the International Court of Justice for 'crimes against humanity'.
* Algeria - with a change in government and continuing mass demonstrations on every Friday until the 
people get the government they demand. Children/young people also involved.
* Lebanon – led by some amazing women, and a change in government and demonstrations carry on
* Chile – at one time a third of the population (over a million people) on the streets. A new Constitution to be
written by all the parties (including a section of ordinary people).
* Huge demonstrations also in Columbia, Ecuador, and Brazil (ex President Lula freed from jail after such 
demonstrations; he was convicted illegally and jailed in order to prevent him from running for President as 
he was/is by far the most popular politician in Brazil).
* Hong Kong – huge demonstrations largely by young people resulting in major changes by the Hong Kong 
government (It is said and proved that the US Administration was behind these demonstrations although the 
issues were valid and they have awakened a whole generation of young people)
* France – huge ongoing demonstrations by the ‘yellow vests’ and ‘unions’ (etc, etc) against the austerity 
measures of the Macron Government (The super-rich and rich do not of course suffer from these austerity 
measures, only the poor and middle classes do, even though it was the 2008 meltdown of the 
banking/financial system that resulted in these austerity measures in the UK/EU/US/etc)
* And many more to come as we move through 2020

So to people who say ‘nothing much seemed to happen’ as a result of the Pluto-Saturn conjunction in 
Capricorn (governing politics>economics>ecology>society as a whole) – see Above, and we are only 
entering the real 2020 New Year on March 21, when things will really ‘Rise Up and Take Off’, and this will
include an economic meltdown and collapse sometime this year (See The Atlantic Report and Prof 
Richard Wolff, etc, etc on UTube)

    

       

 



        

              


